Enterprising Empires

Commercial competition between Britain and Russia became entangled during the eighteenth century in Iran, the Middle East, and China, and disputes emerged over control of the North Pacific. Focusing on the British Russia Company, Matthew P. Romaniello charts the ways in which the company navigated these commercial and diplomatic frontiers. He reveals how geopolitical developments affected trade far more than commercial regulations while also challenging depictions of this period as a straightforward era of Russian economic decline. By looking at merchants’ and diplomats’ correspondence and the actions and experiences of men working in Eurasia for Russia and Britain, he demonstrates the importance of restoring human experiences in global processes and provides individual perspective on this game of empire. This approach reveals that economic fears, more than commodities exchanged, motivated actions across the geopolitical landscape of Europe during the Seven Years’ War and the American and French Revolutions.
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Note on Transliteration, Spelling, and Dates

The transliteration of Russian words and names follows the Library of Congress system except for the familiar spelling of Peter I, II, and III, as well as Catherine II. The spelling of original sources has been kept for the English sources. Dates on all documents are given as listed in the original sources, although I have adjusted some to reflect January 1 as the start of a new year. In 1752, Britain switched to the Gregorian calendar. Documents following that date written by diplomats and merchants in Russia tend to have two dates, reflecting the Russian and British calendars. In those cases, both dates are indicated in the notes.
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